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project sunlight department of taxation and finance - project sunlight state entities are required to report appearances by
individuals or firms before state decision makers or persons who advise decision makers the project sunlight database
hosted by the nys office of general services compiles the data reported and makes it available to the public for viewing,
governor cuomo launches project sunlight to give public - project sunlight is the only database of its kind in any state
that tracks such a broad range of appearances across a state government my administration is committed to increasing
transparency in state government and this project sunlight database is another important step to that end governor cuomo
said, what is project sunlight fredonia edu - project sunlight is an online database that provides the public with an
opportunity to see what entities and individuals are interacting with government decision makers in accordance with the
public integrity reform act of 2011 ch 399 part a 4 l 2011 2 what is project sunlight, purchasing project sunlight suny
plattsburgh - what project sunlight requires project sunlight requires certain college personnel designated as decision
makers and any individuals or firms who could influence the college s decision making process to report interactions to the
project sunlight database within five 5 business days of the interaction, project sunlight purchasing office binghamton
university - project sunlight is a component of the public integrity reform act of 2011 ch 399 part a section 4 l2011 that was
effective january 1 2013 meant to increase government transparency and accountability it is an online database that gives
the public an opportunity to see what individuals and, nys higher education services corporation project sunlight - what
is project sunlight project sunlight a component of the public integrity reform act of 2011 ch 399 part a 4 l 2011 is an online
database that provides the public with an opportunity to see the individuals and entities that are interacting with government
decision makers at certain state entities, project sunlight reporting new york state department of - project sunlight
reporting the nys public integrity reform act of 2011 requires state agencies and specified others to report certain
appearances before the agency into an electronic database maintained by the office of general services, ct sunlight the
yankee institute open government - welcome to the ct sunlight project the yankee institute for public policy provides the ct
sunlight project as a resource for connecticut s taxpayers use this database to find public employee salary data pension
beneficiary information and state government s checkbook in an easy to search format, project sunlight fredonia edu state agencies are required to utilize the project sunlight online database to report appearances by individuals and firms who
appear before suny decision makers or persons who advise decision makers known as advisors given the nature of suny
activities we are most likely to be impacted in the area of 1 procurement of goods and
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